
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Flexible and marketspecific 

PFI SafetyCert 
PFI SafetyCert is a flexible certification concept for occupatio-
nal, protective and safety footwear. It enables the strict 
requirements of the relevant EU regulation, the 
corresponding European standards and national       
legislation to be ideally harmonised with the market,   
product and production requirements of industry and trade. 

 
PFI SafetyCert distinguishes between shoe types and article variants: 

 
Types of footwear 
Shoe types have defined safety-relevant components, the so-called type-defining properties. 

These are the same within a shoe type. They include the outsole, the toe cap, the insole and 

the puncture-resistant insole. On this basis, different articles can be integrated. 

 
Article variations 
Within one type of shoe, PFI SafetyCert offers a wide range of design options. Variations in upper 

materials, colours and designs, upper heights or outsole colours can be easily integrated. These 

variations are referred to as articles and are listed in the annex to the type examination certificate. 

 
Type examination certificate 
Within one type, any number of articles can be certified. New or modified articles can be added to 

an existing certificate at any time without great effort. PFI SafetyCert offers maximum flexibility 

and market orientation, especially for seasonal articles, customer-specific orders or regular model 

updates. 

 
Orthopaedic insoles and orthopaedic modifications 
PFI SafetyCert also offers suitable solutions when issuing type examination certificates for 

orthopaedically modified shoes or for the inclusion of different insoles. For example, 

additional insoles can be included in the annexes to an existing certificate. 

 
ESD 
ESD certificates can also be issued for the corresponding types. ESD certificates can 

also be issued independently of a type examination certificate.. 

 
 

Further questions will be answered by: 

Marc Dauber, PFI Certification Body  

Tel.: +49 6331 2490 809 

E-Mail: marc.dauber@pfi-germany.de 
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